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Sharing my gift
For Raintree Shipman, her talent
for photography has provided a
creative outlet and a way to share
her appreciation for the world
around her.
Pages 8 & 9
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MESSAGE FROM

Ross Chilton, CLBC CEO
Being there for each other
Welcome to the Fall Edition of Celebrate Diverse
ABILITIES Magazine. 2021 has been a year of both
successes and challenges so far. We have witnessed
an unprecedented vaccine rollout both here in our
province and around the world. This has provided more
opportunities to reconnect with the people and activities
that are important to us and moved us closer to ending the
pandemic. Yet, COVID-19 remains a threat and keeping
ourselves and others safe is as critical as ever. It is hard to
believe that it has been over a year and a half since this
pandemic first began. I know that getting through this
time has not been easy, but for many it has highlighted
the people, places and activities in our lives that help keep
us going. For that reason, the CLBC Editorial Board has
chosen “Gratitude” as the theme for this edition.
Self advocates from across B.C. share their stories of
what has made them grateful, like artistic pursuits,
sports, education, opportunities to connect virtually,
and the people in their lives that are always there with
encouragement and support.

IN THIS EDITION

For myself, I am grateful for the people who have pulled
together to help each other and their communities. This
year, the people and families CLBC serves, our service
providers, staff, community partners, and fellow British
Columbians have all played valuable roles in meeting the
challenges of not only the pandemic, but also a summer of
extreme wildfire activity.
With our annual Widening Our World (WOW) Awards,
we are recognizing those who have helped people with
diverse abilities stay positive, connected and healthy
during these times. We look forward to announcing this
year’s winners and sharing their stories during Community
Inclusion Month. You can learn more about this in the
News section on pages 4 and 5, along with information
about CLBC’s work to strengthen relationships with
Indigenous communities, our next strategic plan and more.
On the back cover, you can read about CLBC’s “You can
too!” initiative featuring messages from Dr. Bonnie Henry
and self advocate leaders to help encourage those who
may have not yet received their COVID-19 vaccination.
Thank you for reading this edition. I hope the stories will
provide an opportunity to reflect on what makes you
grateful in your life.
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MESSAGE FROM

The Editorial Board
CLBC Editorial Board Members, from left to right:
Top row: Erin Murphy (Vernon), Katie Moore (Coldstream),
Matthew Yeomans (Chilliwack), Natasha Bidinoff Gardiner (Nelson).
Bottom row: Akshay Sachdeva (Surrey), Bryce Schaufelberger (Mission),
Lara Gunkel (Vancouver), Brandon Wilkinson (New Westminster).
Thank you to departing members Amber Rainshadow, Vanessa
Mendoza, Lee Kissinger and Carrie Derickson who have completed
their terms on the Editorial Board since the last edition of this magazine.

A special thanks to Editorial Board members
and CLBC staff who provided writing and
technical support to the authors in this edition.

Grateful for the things that keep us going
Hello! We are the CLBC Editorial Board made up of self

To all of you who have shared time and support with

advocate and community living leaders from across the

others during moments of confusion and loneliness, we

province. Our role is to work with Community Living BC

say thank you and raise our hands up to you in gratitude.

to improve communication with the people they serve
and to find ways to share the stories and contributions of

We are excited to reconnect with friends and community,

people with diverse abilities in B.C. Working together on

but also to continue sharing gratitude for the things we

this magazine has been a one way to let CLBC, and the

didn’t realize were so important, like having a hobby, or

broader community, know what we think is important.

going to school, or setting new goals. Sometimes it’s the
little things that make the biggest difference.

The theme for this edition of Celebrate Diverse ABILITIES
Magazine is “Gratitude.” We have collected stories from

We would also like to thank all the members of the self

people with diverse abilities about what they are grateful

advocacy community and others with diverse abilities who

for, and what they are looking forward to as we start to

contributed their stories to this magazine.

slowly and safely move out of the pandemic and back to a
more normal life. You will find stories about the things that
have made a difference and helped to keep us safe and
strong during a very challenging and often scary time.
For us on the Editorial Board, the things that made the
biggest difference were our friends and family, and for
many of us, our support staff who were there for us when
life got even harder and nothing made sense.

We look forward to your feedback and suggestions for the
next edition of Celebrate Diverse ABILITIES.
Sincerely,
The CLBC Editorial Board
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Celebrating Community Inclusion Month 2021
Every year Community Inclusion Month is celebrated in

During Community Inclusion Month, CLBC’s Widening

October in communities across B.C.

Our World (WOW) awards recognize the important
contributions of those who have helped people with

This is the second year where we have had to celebrate

diverse abilities to stay positive,

with an ongoing pandemic. After months of isolation,

connected and healthy during a

we understand more deeply than ever the importance

challenging time. Read about

of being connected and being part of a community of

the winners on the CLBC

friends and neighbours.

website and on our

CLBC celebrates self advocates who are showing us

social media pages.

their strength and leadership, resilient family caregivers,

This year, CLBC has also joined

creative support workers and communities that have

Inclusion BC to raise awareness

taken steps to support everyone.

about inclusive housing and its
importance in making sure our communities
are open and welcoming to people with disabilities.

CLBC News

You can find a short, informative video about the need
for inclusive housing, as well as resources to help build
awareness, by visiting www.KeyToHomeBC.ca.

Welcoming CLBC’s
newest board member
CLBC welcomes Amber Rainshadow of Victoria as the
newest member of our Board of Directors. Amber has
many years of experience as a self advocate with a
commitment to improve support and inclusion for
people with disabilities.

However, she says they have allowed her to help others

Among her many roles, she recently served as a volunteer

both in the disability community and the able-bodied

member of CLBC’s Editorial Board and as a CLBC

community. Amber has a particular passion for helping

Welcome Workshop presenter. She brings a desire to use

advocate for children in care who transition to adulthood.

her lived experience to help others in the community and
teach them how to advocate for themselves.

“We are thrilled to have Amber join us,” says Board Chair

Amber describes herself as someone who has been

learn from her experience and perspective. She brings

presented with many challenges in life from Fetal Alcohol

many skills that have helped people with disabilities who

Spectrum Disorder to Cerebral Palsy and other disabilities.

deal with multiple, complex challenges.”

Michael J. Prince. “I know we will all have something to
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Strengthening relationships with
Indigenous Communities
As part of our work to strengthen relationships with
Indigenous people we serve and their communities,
CLBC is inviting Elders in B.C. to join a new Indigenous
Elder Advisory group. Elder Advisory Members will play
an important role in helping CLBC understand what’s
important to Indigenous people living with diverse
abilities and guiding CLBC’s work to develop Indigenous
strategies. You can find the invitation on the CLBC
website in the “What’s New” section.
CLBC’s new Indigenous team led by Joanne Mills,
Executive Director of Indigenous Relations, is also
working to help advance CLBC’s goals to build trusting
relationships with Indigenous communities.

This Every Child Matters artwork by Indigenous artist Wyatt
Collins is displayed on posters in CLBC’s local offices and on
orange shirts worn by CLBC staff to recognize September 30.

On September 30, CLBC staff recognized Orange Shirt
Day and the National Day for Truth and Reconciliation

They are improving awareness of CLBC and available

to commemorate the Residential School experience, to

supports and services among Indigenous Peoples and

witness and honour the healing journey of the survivors

communities and increasing CLBC staff understanding

and their families, and to commit to the ongoing process

about Indigenous Peoples’ history and culture.

of reconciliation. The artwork on CLBC’s Orange Shirt

Indigenous Elder Advisors will provide valuable

Day t-shirts featured a painting by Wyatt Collins who is

contributions to this work.

Nlaka’pamux from the Nicola Valley.

CLBC plans key priorities for coming years
The Strategic Plan helps guide CLBC’s work. Guided by

Additionally, the Re-imagining Community Inclusion (RCI)

our Board of Directors, CLBC is now in the process of

initiative, launched by the Ministry of Social Development

creating our next plan.

and Poverty Reduction in 2018 to improve support
systems for people who are experiencing barriers to

To create a new strategic plan that will make a difference

inclusion, has identified key areas to work on. These

and focus on things that are most important, CLBC

areas are: Housing; Employment; Indigenous strategies

held twenty consultations across the province during

for Community Inclusion; and Health/Wellness. Cross-

the summer to collect valuable input from individuals,

stakeholder working groups are developing action plans

families, staff, service providers and other partners.

for each of the four areas that are being tested with

Results will be tested in the coming months with a goal

stakeholders in October 2021 before being implemented

to finalize the plan in the new year.

during the winter.
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Nelson

Focusing on my goals
by Natasha Bidinoff-Gardiner

Even though COVID had a negative impact worldwide,

During last winter, I could still snowboard and through

there have also been opportunities to find during this

the warmer months, I was able to go for walks, go

difficult time. In the moment, those opportunities weren’t

mountain biking and go kayaking. Since the pandemic

so obvious, especially when we had to isolate from our

started, I got out of shape and that really affected my

friends, family and community.

health. So I started doing workouts and stretches on
YouTube. Boy was it ever hard when I first got into it!

I am grateful for the virtual opportunities during COVID

It took at least a month and half to get into the swing

that helped me continue to learn and contribute, like

of the workouts.

taking online upgrading courses at Selkirk College and
attending the Nelson Self Advocacy Meeting.

It was hard work, but it paid off in the end, which I am
super grateful for. Since I committed myself to getting

I’m also a presenter for the CLBC Welcome Workshops

back into shape, I feel like I have more life in me, like I am

which we have been able to do online during COVID.

ready for some exciting adventures.

Presenting to others about planning, setting goals and
learning how to do a personal summary made me realize

I am looking forward to leaving masks behind me and

there are a lot of things that I want to do. I am grateful

being in the community without feeling afraid of the

for the time I’ve had to make goals that include: teaching

virus. I am excited to visit my friends and family and to

myself how to sew, learning to make delicious healthy

roam around more freely. I want to travel, go shopping

foods, bettering my drawing skills, starting to paint,

at ease, go to the gym and maybe take some classes in

learning about science on YouTube, doing some science

the community like dance and voice lessons. I am looking

projects, group chatting with my friends and family,

forward to connecting with my community support

teaching myself about music, writing my own songs

worker in person.

and many more.

I am grateful that this challenging time has helped me to
realize all the things in life I want to do. Now I’m looking
forward to doing them!

“I am grateful for the virtual
opportunities during COVID
that helped me continue to
learn and contribute.”
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Vernon

For the love of the sport
“On behalf of Special Olympics Canada, we wish to

Colby’s skills led to success in competitions, but Debbie

congratulate you on your selection to the National Team

emphasizes it has always been the joy of the sport and

Program Alpine Skiing Training Squad for the Special

the camaraderie that’s most important, “He could care

Olympics World Winter Games in Kazan,” read the letter

less if he won a ribbon. Of course he has them, but he’s

received by Colby Bell and his family in January of this year.

just as happy for everyone else when they win them as
well. He’s a great ambassador that way. He really is a fun

Being selected to represent Canada as part of the national

guy to have around and is always extremely polite.”

team competing in Russia was a huge honour for the
Vernon resident, and the culmination of a journey that

Colby’s long-time coach Karen Truesdale echoes that

began many years before.

sentiment, “Colby is always enthusiastic and positive and
a joy to coach. He works very hard to master new skills

Growing up in a family of skiers in Revelstoke, a love of

and likes to share tips with his teammates. He has fun

the slopes came naturally. “Our kids were going to ski no

whether on the ski hill, in the gym, or on the dance floor.”

matter what. Colby started when he was around four years
old,” says his mum Debbie Bell. “His dad would take him

Even though the pandemic has limited some

between his knees and take him down the hills.”

opportunities to meet in person, Colby has been able to
connect virtually with his fellow Team Canada athletes

Nurturing his passion for skiing, Colby soon became involved

across the country. They have regular Zoom calls and

with both the Special Olympics and the Disabled Skiers

then break out into smaller groups based on their specific

programs. He honed his skills tethered to his instructors, then

sports. He’s also been keeping active and doing lots of

holding on to a pole with an instructor on each end where he

physical training at home. Once training squad members

learned to stop and turn, and eventually on his own. “As far as

complete their official training obligations, they become

he’s concerned, straight down the hill is perfect,” says Debbie.

members of the national team.
Although the World Winter

Colby Bell’s passion for alpine skiing has led to
spot on Canada’s national team heading to the
World Winter Games in Kazan, Russia.

Games in Kazan have now
been pushed back from
2022 to early 2023 due to
the pandemic, Colby remains
excited to compete, support his
teammates and represent his
country on the world stage.
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Langley
Sharing my gift
by Raintree Shipman
I was born in London, Ontario. My Band is Walpole Island.

I’m grateful for my family who help me move forward

I am half Anishinaabe and half Cree.

in life, and in the toughest of times they support me no

Growing up in the foster care system was like standing

matter what.

in front of judge and jury, absolute strangers telling

I’m grateful that I was born with my Dad’s gift for art.

you things you don’t even have the comprehension to

He was a painter. I’m grateful to be different, to see the

understand. I ended up there because both of my parents

word through my own lens. I’m grateful that I was a

carried the intergenerational trauma of residential schools.

wilting flower and now I’m blooming.

My Mom drank which left me and my siblings with Fetal
Alcohol Spectrum Disorder. I also suffer from social

What can I say about the pandemic? It started across

anxiety, dyslexia and depression. I wasn’t diagnosed until

the sea and I didn’t think it would get far. Then it spread

my teens which made school not a fun place.

across the country shutting things down.

You can visit Raintree’s Etsy store to see her photography and purchase prints at:

www.etsy.com/ca/shop/ShutterstoreDesigns

You can also follow her on Instagram at:

www.instagram.com/shutter.madness
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“I’m grateful to be different, to see the word
through my own lens. I’m grateful that I was
a wilting flower and now I’m blooming.”

On March 19, 2020 my sister saw a tree in the park near
our house. Every day I posted a shot of this tree to remind
people that life outside of the small world of COVID-19
simply continues and thrives. I did this for 123 days.
This pandemic forced us to grow and survive under new
circumstances. I look forward to the new normal and to
the change in the way people treat each other.
I also look forward to building my photography practice.
In May, my work was chosen for display at the Ministry of
Health Art Gallery in Victoria B.C. I feel so much gratitude
for being given this chance to show my photographs. I
have never displayed my work for the general public to
see and was nervous to take a step and show it off. I’m
ever so thankful for the support I received from my family.

Opposite page: Examples of Raintree’s photography
work which has been on display at the Ministry of
Health Art Gallery in Victoria.

Above: Raintree visits the park near her house that has inspired some of her photography, including a tree that she
photographed for 123 days to show how life continues to grow and thrive, even during a pandemic.
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Chilliwack
Building a
brighter future
by Matthew Yeomans
This pandemic was my time to get healthy and get the
support I needed to change my life. It’s been a blessing. It’s
been very hard, but it has changed my life for the better.
I was born in Thompson, Manitoba and moved to
Chilliwack in grade 9. I am lucky to be part of a semiindependent living program supported by the Chilliwack

It’s amazing what people can do in your life even during

Society for Community Living.

a pandemic. Recently I’ve had the opportunity to record
my first demo record. I love singing. My album will be a

I am so grateful for my staff, family and friends who

tribute to my brother who passed away very recently.

supported me on this journey over the past year, even if
it was from a distance. Thanks to them, I can look

I want to help change other people’s lives. With the help of

forward to the rest of my life sober and clean and with

my CLBC Facilitator, I am now connected to self advocacy

goals I am proud of.

groups and committees that are interested in my voice and
what I have to contribute. That feels amazing! Over the

It was shortly after my birthday on March 10, 2020, that

last year I have joined Chilliwack People First, the CLBC

I decided to stay home and listen to my support staff and

Editorial Board and the Upper Fraser Community Council.

pay attention and focus on my life. I didn’t see anyone on

I’m excited to be part of things where people support each

my birthday and that was hard. My mom dropped off a

other through thick and thin to have the best quality of life

cake, but we couldn’t see each other.

they could ever ask for.

The first three months was even harder. I didn’t trust

I have learned that if someone offers you help to change

anyone. I was in withdrawal. But once I got the right

your life around, don’t hesitate, just do it. It’s worth it.

medication, I could trust again. I owe everyone a major

My life has changed for the best and I want to continue

thank you, especially the other people in my building and

working on my goals so I can make a difference in this

my staff. They helped me change my life and get focused.

world like others have done for me. Thank you to all the

With my true friends, supporters and family believing in

amazing staff, and to my true family and friends. Instead

me, I realized there are more important things in life.

of being on a rollercoaster I’m now reaching for the stars!
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My creative outlet

Surrey

by Mridu Sood
I am an artist at Studio 73. I create glass art and make

I am quite excited to get back to normal and having

pieces such as bowls, coasters, suncatchers, platters,

everyone together at work and in my life. I want to get

magnets and keychains.

together with my relatives, talk to my friends and have a
blast sharing dinner with my family members.

Studio 73 is home to a group of artists with diverse
abilities who work with glass. We are supported by a

I also want to go back to training at the gym with my

team of professionals who help us learn new techniques,

personal trainer. I would like to get a manicure for my

as well as how to use glass kilns and other equipment.

nails and also get a new outfit for myself.

I have been working at Studio 73 for five years.
I am really looking forward to going back to sales and
I am grateful that I have been able to continue with my

events with work. I can’t wait to meet new people and

work at Studio 73, and that we have found creative, yet

chat in person!

safe ways to continue to be a part of the community.
We were able to film a video about Studio 73. I was
inside while the film makers were outside the store door.
You can check out our video on YouTube by searching for
“Studio 73 About Us.”
I am also grateful for my family for staying with me
during the COVID times. I was happy that my elder
brother and my new sister-in-law were living in my
house. We spent our time playing board games and
video games. I was also able to play tennis with my twin
brother. I am grateful for being able to help my parents
when they needed it.

Mridu proudly displays her glasswork at Studio 73. Her work
along with the creations of fellow artists was featured in a
video to help people learn more about the studio. Find it on
YouTube.com by searching for “Studio 73 About Us.”
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Chilliwack
Striving to make a
positive impact
by Phillip Retief
My early life philosophies
I am a person with Cerebral Palsy living in the Fraser
Valley. Yet, my story does not begin here. It begins in
Pretoria, South Africa where I was born along with my
twin brother and my oldest brother.
My parents love for us was only exceeded by their desire

The third philosophy I learned is, in my family the name

to see my brothers and I become successful, holistic

of the game is “keep up, not catch up.” This led me to

men. As a result, they constantly pushed me towards

feed off my own success as well as my brothers’ success

excellence in everything I did and saw my disability

whilst always striving for greater heights.

as nothing more than a logistical consideration. Like
putting gas in your car before driving from Chilliwack

My final philosophy is the “Bull’s-eye” philosophy. This

to Vancouver. This philosophy would eventually pay me

is a metaphor I use to live my life to the fullest with my

dividends because all logistics can be solved with a bit of

disability. Simply explained, I do not put my disability

head scratching and innovation.

in the centre of the bull’s-eye, I put it on the most outer
ring. As a result, my focus is not on my disability but

The second philosophy that I learned is how to accept

things that make me uniquely “me” as a person. This

your lot in life without being defeated by it. This was

allows me to live my life as a person with a disability

most elegantly explained to me by my South African

rather than a disabled person.

black friend Monty. He taught me a common Zulu phrase
which translates into English as, “Do not shy away from
working to improve your lot in life. But do it with an open
heart and always banish bitterness from your soul.”

Journey from humble beginnings
to fortunate present
I immigrated from South Africa to Canada in 2006 with

Thinking of my friend’s advice helped me during this

my family in hopes of pursuing a more fulfilling and

pandemic with staying positive and embracing what I do

successful life in Canada. My struggles however were

have. Often, people think a lot about the future but don’t

far from over because I was diagnosed with severe

take time to focus on the present. The pandemic has forced

dyslexia when I came to Canada. This makes it

us to do that; to live in the moment, to enjoy what we have

impossible for me to read and write without the use of

and look at the positive things we can do in that moment.

assistive technologies.
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“I believe that everybody deserves the opportunity
to learn and to grow as human beings regardless of
the barriers and personal life circumstances
that they are facing.”
I also was an immigrant with a physical disability. Living

When I am not working on my career as a school

in between the margins like this, was challenging at

counsellor, I love to be physically active and enjoy the

the best of times and soul destroying at the worst.

outdoors. I love biking, walks on the trails, working

Fortunately, I was armed with an extremely supportive

outside in the garden, skiing and spending time with my

family and my life philosophies from Africa. Therefore, I

amazing friends and family.

was resolved to meet and exceed any challenge that was
placed before me and as a result I went to school and

Finally, I have a deep passion for advocating for people

graduated high school with distinction.

with disabilities because of my personal experiences

Once I completed high school, I attended the University

everybody deserves the opportunity to learn and to grow

of the Fraser Valley (UFV) and this year I graduated with

as human beings regardless of the barriers and personal

a Bachelor of Arts degree with a Major in psychology and

life circumstances they are facing. Serving as a member

a Minor in sociology. With a positive attitude, willingness

of the Upper Fraser Community Council has been one

to learn and an open heart I was also able to forge many

way for me to live this passion of advocating for others.

great friendships with my peers.

My hope is that this story helps at least one person to live

with living as a person with a disability. I believe that

a fulfilling life regardless of their abilities.
In addition, from a practical perspective, being able to
use technology did help a lot during this pandemic. I
was able to pursue my education without having to be
in person, to stay connected with my friends, and even
to celebrate my graduation virtually. Having a supportive
family helped me a lot as well.
For the next steps on my career journey, I am planning
to complete the Bachelor of Education post-degree
program at UFV. Then, I once I receive my qualification
as a teacher, I will pursue a Masters degree in School
Counselling.
I also received the opportunity to volunteer and to
work as a student at UFV and most recently I was
able to move into my own apartment and live
completely independently.

People of the Valley
Phillip’s story is part of a series being
created by the CLBC Upper Fraser
Community Council to share the stories
of self advocates in the Fraser Valley
communities.
Stay tuned to the Council’s webpage
over the coming months for updates.
You can find the page on the CLBC
website under “Community Councils”
in the top menu.
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Mission

This story was originally published on
SelfAdvocateNet.com. Visit the site to find stories
shared by self advocates from across B.C. or to
submit your own story idea to be featured.

Finding the positives in challenging times
by Ronnie Sears
When I first learned about this pandemic it hit me pretty

These days, I am feeling better about going out. I got my

hard. I was so scared to go anywhere and thought I was

first vaccination this past March.

going to die if I got COVID-19.
I make sure I am always wearing my mask in public and
At first, I did lots of things at home, like watching movies,

on the bus and I wash my hands and sanitize often. I am

and TV shows, helping my home sharing provider cook

used to being asked if I have any COVID symptoms and

and sewing. I learned how to use Zoom and I am really

getting my temperature checked.

good at using it now. Oh, and I made three pillowcases
that I now have on my bed.

Once again, I am back attending a day program and that
is fun. It is different though. It is a small group now. I get

It was my home sharing provider that really helped me

a lot more one-to-one time with the staff and it is not so

with my fears and coping with this pandemic. I have

loud and I really like that. It is hard to wear a mask the

spent a lot of time with her and she is really good at

whole time while I am there but I am getting used to it.

helping me understand what is going on.

We do a lot of activities but I really like the craft classes

I still like watching the news but when I get too

as I am very crafty.

overwhelmed from hearing what is happening in the

Attending church also gives me comfort. This is very

world, I take a bit of a break from listening to the news.

different as I attend virtually at the moment.
I still spend a lot of time with my home sharing provider
and I am feeling better about things so much now that I
am working at finding employment again and possibly a
business of my own.
Be safe and be kind!

Visiting the library has been one
way for Ronnie to stay connected
to his community.
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Leaders of connection
So far this year, self advocacy groups from around the
province have led over 110 events and activities to help
others with diverse abilities stay strong and connected
during the COVID-19 pandemic.
With the help of a grant from CLBC, groups used funding
to hire self advocates and supporters to organize and
facilitate virtual and non-virtual ways for people in their
own communities and across the province to connect.
Activities included phone trees, card mailouts, letters and
pen pal program, talent shows, self advocacy panels, online

Self Advocate leaders connect and discuss their work to create
opportunities for people to connect during the pandemic.

hangouts, laughter yoga, music and game nights, and
special interest workshops and activities including Breaking
Away from the COVID Blues, World Photography Day,

Staying Connected

Greek Mythology and Harry Potter Month.
Here’s what group leaders have to say about their work
over the past eight months:

“We are grateful to connect with others from
across the province to talk about what is important
to people during this time. To be part of helping
others know they are not alone.”
“It’s important that we are paid to do this work
the same way others are paid.”
“We are learning how to do self advocacy and to
have fun and friendships too.”
“It’s a lot of work! We learned about budgeting
money and becoming a legal society.”
“I have been so humbled by how brave and
resilient those leading events have been to learn
new things on the fly during a pandemic.”
(from a supporter)

Groups are excited to announce they will continue
to host events into the Fall. These events and
other are posted every week on the Calendar
for Connection hosted on the Family Support
Institute website at: FamilySupportBC.com
To receive weekly email event updates,
contact CLBC’s Self Advocate Advisor at:
Jessica.Humphrey@gov.bc.ca
You can also contact groups directly by finding
them on Facebook or using their email addresses
found below:
TALK - North West (The Advocacy League of Kindness)
talknorthwest@gmail.com
Speaking Up for Self-Advocacy Awareness
speakupkamloops@gmail.com
B.C. Self-Advocate Leadership Network
salnbc19@gmail.com
Self-Advocates of the Rockies
cranbrooksaor@gmail.com
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Protecting ourselves and our communities
The COVID-19 pandemic has been very hard for all of us. We have
missed seeing our friends and doing the things in our community
that make us happy. But now, in British Columbia, we are getting
closer to beating COVID and making ourselves and our communities
safe thanks to vaccines.
To get the most effective protection against serious cases of
COVID-19, people need two doses of vaccine. Many individuals,
family members and support workers have already gotten their
COVID-19 vaccinations, but we know some are still worried and
have questions.
CLBC’s You Can Too initiative features video messages from self
advocates as well as Dr. Bonnie Henry letting those who may be
hesitating know that they can get their shots too!

You Can Too initiative: Self advocates from
across B.C., including Michael and Michelle, along
with Provincial Health Officer Dr. Bonnie Henry,
share their own stories and information about the
importance of getting vaccinated.

You can hear about how they made their decision to get vaccinated,
what it was like going to the vaccine clinic, and what they are excited
to do now that they are protected by the vaccine.
If you are a self advocate or family member who is still trying to
decide, or you know someone who is in this situation, please take
the time to visit: CommunityLivingBC.ca/YouCanToo

CLBC CONTACT INFORMATION
7th Floor – Airport Square
1200 West 73rd Avenue
Vancouver, British Columbia
Canada, V6P 6G5
Toll Free: 1-877-660-2522
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www.communitylivingbc.ca/newsletter
Questions & Feedback:
CLBCInfo@gov.bc.ca
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